Analysis of Means and Ranges
Sometimes we experiment. Maybe we want to know if a new raw
material makes a difference in our process. Perhaps we want to
know if a set of machines make the same product. There are several
ways these experimental results can be analyzed. This month’s
publication introduces the Analysis of Means and the Analysis of
Ranges techniques for comparing multiple process means.
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The Data
The data and the methodology below are taken from the book “Analyzing Experimental Data” by Dr.
Donald Wheeler (www.spcpress.com). In this example, parts are coated using different treatments. It is
desired to compare five different treatments. Four parts are coated using each different treatment and
the coating weight was measured. The data are shown in the table below.
Treatment

Average
Range

One

Two

Three

Four

Five

250

310

250

340

250

260

330

230

270

240

230

280

220

300

270

270

360

260

320

290

252.5

320

240

307.5

262.5

40

80

40

70

50

The experiments were run in random order. The five treatments are the column headings. The results
for each of the four parts from each treatment are below the headings. For example, for treatment one,
the four coating weights obtained were 250, 260, 230 and 270.
The table above shows the averages for each treatment. They are not equal. Of course, this is not
unexpected. Normal process variation will cause the averages to be different. The question we want to
answer is:
“Are there any significant differences in the treatment means?”
We are essentially testing the following hypotheses:
Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = μ4 = μ5
H1: μi ≠ μj
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where  is one of the treatment averages, H0 is the null hypotheses and H1 is the alternate hypotheses.

Analysis of Means (ANOM)
The steps in the ANOM are given below.
•
•
•
•
•

Collect the data by running the experiments
Calculate the subgroup (treatment) average and range (as shown in the table above)
Calculate the overall average and the average range
Plot the subgroup averages and overall average on the ANOM chart
Calculate the detection limits:
Detection Limits = Overall Average ± ANOM(Average Range)

•
•

Plot the detection limits on the ANOM chart
Interpret the ANOM chart

Looks very much like how you put together a control chart – until you get to the part about the
detection limits. ANOM is called a scaling factor. It depends on the subgroup size, the number of
subgroups and the overall alpha () level you select for the analysis. The scaling factors come from a
table. Dr. Wheeler has three tables based on alpha values of 1%, 5%, and 10%.
So, what does alpha represent? For ANOM, it represents how sensitive the analysis is. It is about
getting false signals, e.g., deciding that a treatment significantly impacts the coating weight when it
doesn’t. The larger alpha is, the more sensitive the analysis is and the more likely it is to get a false
signal. The smaller alpha is, the less sensitive the analysis is and the less likely it is to get a false signal.
For this type of experiment – when we want to see if a treatment impacts coating weight – we want the
analysis to be sensitive. Yes, we may make a wrong decision, e.g., that treatment one impacts the
coating weight when it really does not. But we will discover we were wrong when we do the
confirmation runs. That is better than deciding that treatment one does not impact the coating weight
when it really does. You would never make that confirmation run. So, higher values of alpha are
desirable for this type of experiment.
In this example, there are five subgroups, each with a subgroup size of 4 (the number of parts in each
treatment). With alpha = 10%, the scaling factor is 0.540. The overall average is 276.5. The average
range is 56. The detection limits are then:
Upper Detection Limits = 276.5 + (0.540)(56) = 306.7
Lower Detection Limits = 276.5 – (0.540)(56) = 246.3
The ANOM chart is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: ANOM Chart with Alpha = 10%
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The ANOM chart shows three treatments beyond the detection limits: two, three and four. These three
treatments have significantly different coating weight averages than the overall average of 276.5.
Figure 1 had an alpha of 10%. Suppose we used an alpha of 1%. This means the analysis would be less
sensitive. The scaling factor for 1% alpha is 0.797. This gives the ANOM chart in Figure 2.
Figure 2: ANOM Chart with Alpha = 1%
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The detection limits with the smaller alpha are wider. Note that with this less sensitive analysis, all the
treatment averages are within the detection limits. This analysis says that none of the treatment
averages are significantly different than the overall average. When using ANOM to detect differences in
treatments, it is best to use alpha = 10% to be more sensitive to signals.
A completed ANOM looks very much like a ̅
X control chart. The data are collected as shown above. The
subgroup (treatment) averages and ranges are calculated. The overall average and the average range
are calculated. The subgroup averages and overall average are plotted on the ANOM. The same process
as for control charts so far.
The difference is that control charts have control limits (three sigma limits) while ANOM has detection
limits based on the alpha level. Control charts also have alpha levels based on the number of subgroups
and subgroup size. You want alpha levels for control charts to be smaller to avoid the false signals.
Analysis of Ranges (ANOR)
You can analyze the subgroup (treatment) ranges in a similar way. The ranges and the average range
are plotted. There is only an upper detection limit for the range chart. It is given by:
Upper Detection Limit = ANOR(Average Range)
where ANOR is a scaling factor based on the number of subgroups, the subgroup size and the alpha
level. In his book, Dr. Wheeler recommends using a smaller alpha for the range analysis than for the
average analysis. This is because the purpose of the two charts are different. With the ANOM, you are
looking for a signal from the experiment you ran. That is not the case for the ANOR chart. If you get a
signal on the ANOR chart, it means that a special cause was present in that subgroup – something
happened that does not normally happen. If this occurs, then the estimate of the average range is
probably inflated – which leads to larger detection limits on the ANOM chart and potentially missed
signals.
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Figure 3 is a chart of ANOR with alpha = 5%. The scaling factor is 1.991.
There no treatment ranges beyond the upper detection limit. This means that there is no difference in
the within treatment variation – each one is the same. It also means that you can “trust” the results in
the ANOM – that there are three treatment averages that are different from the overall average.
Summary
This publication introduced the Analysis of Means (ANOM) and the Analysis of Ranges (ANOR)
techniques. You use the ANOM to determine if there are significant differences between averages of
different treatments. This provides a visual picture of the differences. You use ANOR to ensure that the
within treatment variation is the same for each treatment.
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Figure 3: ANOR Chart with Alpha = 5%
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Quick Links
Visit our home page
SPC for Excel Software
SPC Training
SPC Consulting
SPC Knowledge Base
Ordering Information
Thanks so much for reading our publication. We hope you find it informative and useful. Happy charting
and may the data always support your position.
Sincerely,

Dr. Bill McNeese
BPI Consulting, LLC
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